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Vandalism forces post· Muskies deck the Aces
office to lock up early
by Ann Klecan
staff reporter

Over a two-week span, three Xavier
post office boxes have been pried off
their hinges and had their contents
stolen.
'The malicious destruction of university property ·is a serious violation of
university policy;' said chief Michael
Couch, director of Safety and Security.
"Especially when it infringes upon the
privacy [entering of personal mail
boxes] of the students," he said.
"For some reason they're busting off
the doors," said Terry Nieman, Xavier
postmaster.
As a convenience to residents, Nieman formedy left the mail room open
an extra few hours after departing himself but no longer. On weekdays the
doors will be locked promptly at 5:30
p.m. when Nieman leaves. In addition,
the doors will be closed at 1 p.m. on
Saturdays.
"It's a serious infraction of the federal
postal laws," said Couch. "For this reason we will enforce Mr. Nieman's request to have the facility closed when
not in operation."
According to Couch, the violation is
a first-degree misdemeanor. The violation carries a potential fine of $1,000
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Maintenance employee Kathy Taylor fixes
vandalized post office boxes.

and a possible jail sentence of six
months.
Nieman figures the doors were ripped
off with a screwdriver or even a pen.
The expense of replacement is estimated
at $100 per post office box, according to
Jim Tracey, assistant director of the janitorial department.
Apparently someone has also been
punching out the numbered post office
box windows. "I must'have· replaced·' ·
about 40 windows;' said Nieman. Each
window cost $2.50 to replace.

Student director named
to lead Manresa. 'BB
by Charlie Sweeny
staff reporter

Julie Ebbeler, junior psychology major,
has been named the student director for
Orientation/Manresa '88.
As student director, Ebbeler will as. · sume the bulk of the program's responsibilities. The student director must be a
senior and a full-time student in good
academic standing.
According. to Sally Watson, Manresa
director and assistant to the vice president of Student Development, Ebbeler
will participate in the selections for
group leaders and her core and staff
teams. The core and staff teams are
committees usually made up of eight
·people each. They are designed to run
or arrange all the logistics for one specific event, said Watson.
Watson, who is directing Manresa for
the first time this year, commented that
all plans are still in the preliminary
stages. "We have a successful program,
so we build on what we have,''. she
said.
Watson also said applications for
group leaders will be available soon and
will be due back sometime in March.
Ebbeler, Watson and their committee
will choose 80 group leaders, plus several alternates. Group-leader training
will take place in the spring and more
extensively at the beginning of next
semester.
Ebbeler has a strong Manresa back.ground, having been a group leader for
. the past two years. Ebbeler is also codi-
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Senior forward J.D. Barnett leaps and scores two of his seven straight points during
Xavier's 102-79 pounding of the Evansville Purple Aces Saturday at the Cincinnati
Gardens. See story on page 10.

Development covers expenses
by Jennifer K. Hogan
staff reporter

It costs Xavier more to educate you
than you think. Tuition is currently
rector of the Student Admissions Assis$6,450 for full-time undergraduate students, but the actual cost of educating
tants Program (SAAP). According to
Ebbeler, her job with SAAP will not in- each student is $8,960, according to
· Steven Kuhn, director of Development
terfere with her Manresa work, but it
will give her an even greater opportuand the Capital Campaign.
nity to interact with incoming freshmen.
The Development Office, as part of
University Relations, assumes the priEbbeler said she is presenting a fresh
mary responsibility for raising funds to
perspective and has no set ideas ar
biases about next year's program. Alcover 28 percent of expenses not covered by tuition.
though she has some theme ideas in
Total donor support for the 1986-87
mind, she said, "I'm flexible and open
fiscal year was $9,420,863, according to
for suggestions:'
Xavier Today, the university's quarterly
She would like. to see a wave of appublication. The Annual Fund experiplicants for group leader. "Anyone who
enced a 26.4 percent increase, said
enjoyed their Manresa should get in
Kuhn.
there and apply;' she urged.
Annual Fund contributions, together
Ebbeler succeeds graduating Anne
Roebker as student director. Roebker ad- with gifts, provide for scholarship and
vises Ebbeler and any future student di- financial aid monies, faculty hiring and
develpoment, books and equipment, derector, "It's one of the best things I've
velopment of student services, and athever done, but it's a lot of work. Give
letics. Donors include Xavier alumni,
110 percent of yourself:' .
corporations, friends (of Xavier) and
Watson is confident next semester's
parents.
Manresa will run smoothly. "It's a special program because the students make
Xavier's high success rate in soliciting
it work," she said.
funds may be linked to its uniqueness.
Julie Ebbeler

"We are very personal [in our solicitation methods] . . . If we can talk to
people personally, we can get the majority to give," said Kuhn.
The 34th Business Mobiled for Xavier
(BMX) campaign began Jan. 19. With a
goal of $484,000, the BMX campaign is
supported by 500 companies.
Campaigns and events such as the
Five-Year Reunion Giving Progams and
Mardi Gras also aid Xavier's development and ease financial strain.
The Development Office and Alumni
Relations have initiated a program
whereby the five-year anniversary class,
in addition to older anniversary groups,
is asked to contribute. Profit from the
Feb. 13 black-tie Mardi Gras celebration, organized by Friends of Xavier,
will be used for scholarships and library
improvements, according to moderator
Rev. Thomas Kennealy, S.J., Associate
Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences.
A winning image and a new administration have definitely increased incentives for giving to Xavier, Kuhn said.
"Goodwill created by the basketball program creates a positive image. We
couldn't buy that kind of public relations," he added.
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Malltalk a column devoted to student and staff opinion
What are your plans for spring break and how will you finance it?
compiled by Steven /. Baines and Peggy Barlage

''To return home (Dayton,
Ohio I and see my girHriend
and family:'
-Michael De Aloia
freshman, finance

'We are going to Myrtle
Beach. It only costs $40 for
gas. W! (my family] are going to stay with our uncle."
-Mary Lynn Wagner
senior, communication
arts/marketing

"I'm going to Puerto Vallarta (Mexico). I got a free
ticket through Delta with the
frequent flyer program:'
-Rafael Gutierrez
graduate student,
business administration

"I am going to Oklahoma
and my boyfriend is paying
for it:'
-Kendall Bailey
freshman, English/

"I'm going to Boston and
Chicago - no Florida stuff.
How will I finance it7"
-Stephen Beneke
freshman, business

journalism

management

Minority Affairs offers inspiration

Peers open doors to motivate freshmen
other students. "It gives me the
here than on a lot of other
notified because they did not
indicate their race on the adopportunity to use my expericampuses," said Jones. "At the
same time, Xavier has a long
missions application. Therefore,
ence to help new students. It
Motivation is often the key
the Office of Minority Affairs
way to go, and I just don't
also enables me to look at my
to success and sometimes our
think people are aware of this.
past and my life and how I can was unable to contact them, acpeers are the the best source of It's the responsibility of everycording to Jones.
enhance theirs," said Gibson.
inspiration. With this idea in
one on campus to make all of
The program currently has
According to Jones, "Students
mind, the Office of Minority
· our students· feel welcome," she
64 partidpating freshmen, and
tend to feel that other students
Affairs has initiated "Peer
Jones believes this experimental
said.
shy away from them because
Motivators:'
Every other week a peer mo- they are black:' Jones added
year has been a success. "I
"Peer Motivators;' a program tivator meets with a participathope in the near future we will
that many black students said
developed by Debora Jones, di- ing freshman, who may need
be able to pay the peer motivathey are not asked to particirector of Minority Affairs, ofhelp getting a tutor for a partors for their efforts and have a
pate in residence hall activities
fers black freshmen the opporticular class or simply needs to . or in study groups because of
budget allotted solely for this
tunity to work with black
feel that someone on campus is
their color.
program;' said Jones.
upperclassmen, who help fresh- a friend.
Students chosen to be peer
Minority Affairs plans group
men adapt to and feel comfort"Peer Motivators" has 16 up- motivators are required to have activities for the participants
able in Xavier's environment.
perclassmen who each guide
which include bowling, pizza
a grade point average of at
According to Jones, the profour students throughout the
and video nights. In March,
least 2.2 along with a willinggram helps minority students
year. They may meet together
they would like to have a snow
ness and dedication to work
become a part of Xavier beas a group or on a one-to-one
skiing trip, added Jones.
without pay for the entire
cause they don't feel they bebasis.
school year.
Minority Affairs will also
long on campus. "I think it's
Rosetta Gibson, a junior pubBlack freshmen were sent no- conduct an evaluation of the
difficult for a black student on
lic relations major, became a
program and the peer motivatice of this program through
this campus, but I think they'd
peer motivator because of the
the resources of the Admissions tors in March.
be a little more comfortable
challenge involved in helping
Office. Some were unable to be
by Beth A. Lykins
staff reporter

r--------,
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SOFT CONTACTS

The College Consortium for International Studies, CCIS,
is composed of 170 American Universities and Colleges.
The CCIS offers 17 semester and year-long study abroad
programs.

AS LOW AS

Accredited Programs • Affordable Programs
Flnanclal Aid Available
•England
• Switzerland
• Israel
•Mexico
IRELAND

• Ireland
•Germany
•Spain
• Italy
•Denmark
•Scotland

Fall Semester
In Dublin

• canac:ta
•France

•China
•Sweden
St. Patrick's College
• Portugal
Maynooth
•Colombia
•Ecuador

In 1987-88 ?Wr. 1500 .u.s. S~udents Registered for CCIS Programs.
English 1s the instructional language in all programs.
Six hours of the language of the host country is required.

Dr. Wiiiiam Spofford
University of Wisconsin
308 Warner Hall
Plattesvllle, WI 53818
342-1726

3915 Montgomery Rd.
One coupon per
pizza. Llmiled
•
delivery area. our
drivers carry leas

EARN YOUR CREDITS
ABROAD

_J

College Consortium For International Studies

.... ~. ~-~·!'=".·'="·~·~.·~-~........·.·.·.................... •' .~ . . . . ,.... ,. , .... '.• ....... ' . ' . '

Replacement Lenses

19.99*

• Bring your written prescription to the
nearest Walgreens.
• In 24-48 hours, your new factory-sealed soft
contacts will be ready for pick-up.
*B&L Sofspin OW.

Fast and Easy SAVINGS
FEATURING • Bausch & Lomb
• Ciba Vision, Cooper Vision
• Barnes-Hind • American Hydron

XU STUDENTS receive a 10% Discount on
Replacement Contact Prescriptions and on all
other prescriptions. ·

Good only at:
WALGREENS DRUGSTORE
4405 Montgomery Rd.
Norwood, Ohio
731-0062
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SPRING BREAK DAYTONA BEACH
IN

arc

II

*

SIGN UJP

Best HotelGuaranteed
You know where you wlll be
slaying on this lrip

FULLPACI<AGE

(with other tripsn)

*

With Transportation

Best Location in
Daytona

Quad Occupancy

~·11e1

a poor location ruin your

trip - (the Daytona strip Is
23 miles long!)

YOUR TRIP INCLUDES:
"'Seven nights accomodations at the wen known
International Inn located right in the middle of the
strip at 313 South Atlantic Avenue in Daytona Beach.
Totally Renovated over the past few years, this oceanfront
; resort is certainly one of the high~st quality ho~els located
in the central strip area. The hotel has all ocean view rooms,
color TV, air conditioning, pool bar, gift shop, and one of the .
hottest pool decks on the strip.
· .
.
"'Round trip motor coach transportation via luxury highway,
coaches to Daytona Beach, Florida. Unlike others, we use the
newest style buses available.
· ·
"'Pool deck parties and activities every single day featuring
the famous Echo Belly Flop contest.
*Optional excursions available to Disney World, Epcot,
Hawaiian luau's, party boats, and more.
·
* An entire list of bar and restaurants discounts _to save you
money at places you would go anyway.
· ·
*The services of full time travel representatives to_throw·
parties and take great care of you.
* All taxes and gratuities.

AH .Oceanview Rooms with Balconies
For Years the Spring Break Favorite ..
· · Always the Best Locat.ion on the Beach

featuring the famous .INTERNATIONAL INN

-.ier· 1.11iversitr · .. ·

·
. · . ~udent Activities Ccuncil

*

Shouting Distance
from Everything
The lop bal'l. restaurants. expos and
lree concerts (not a taxi ride
away, like other trips)

*

Top of the Line
luxury Coaches
For lhe mos! comlor1able party
!rip-to Florida.

*

Pool Deck Parties
Every Day
The hollesL biggest parties In
Daylona Beach!

*

You might fi.nd a cheaper lfip.
bul why risk your
Spring Break cash on a
cheap irnilntionll

. ·ro Sign Up

·Stop By.
Student Activities
.. Council u·niv. Genter·
Or For· More Info
·Contact
x3534

PERSPECTIVES
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1988 presidential election
sparks.party campaigning
available during the dark days
dressing such issues as ·the
of Carter.
homeless, the impoverished,
In addition to unprecedented
women's rights, agricultural coneconomic
growth, the Republicerns and minority issues in a
can
White
House has helped
direct fashion with guaranteed
the
U.S.
to
once again stand
results.
tall in the world. Where the
A vote for a Democratic adCarter administration encounministration would be a vote
ff
tered repeated failures, the Refor all Americans, not just an
•• ~ and turthe..-r'\orc., we here ot"
As a Democrat, I cannot
agan
White House has met
deny the apparent successes the elite.
with a number of successes.
-Anthony
Kovalik
av'1er Un'1·11ers'd: y Depcd:Ment o·f
Republican Reagan administravice president, Carter sat idly by while the Sotion has had in the last year,
~lo\J:>in~ ·are cc"~·, dent that the. new
College Democrats viets invaded Afghanistan, a
but I cannot admit to complete
1
Communist movement took
'l eijl-rt - tc - a - rocrt\ c pe>li<:..y
wd I help
satisfaction.
power in Nicaragua, and a faI agree that the strong denatic
Ayatollah Khomeini made
proMote. .b3·:;°\C.
fense policy of the Reagan adthe U.S. a target of internaministration and its decision to
f .e.11&>..usn~ p J.nc!
tional. humiliation.
deploy Pershing II missles in
In the 1980s, however, things
c..omrwtuf\i
Sfi r it
Western Europe are probably
have. been quite different. Preswhat brought the Soviets to the
sure by the U;S;-backed Muyat hro i.J'3 hoi..1-t the.
bargaining table and eventually
hadeen is holding off the Sovil
. t
. . ..... "
resulted in the INF Treaty. I
ocrl"\•
or.es
.ets in Afghanistan, the Contras
will also concede the Contras
are forcing concessions from the
(Xavier Student
may have helped precipitate the
Nicaraguan Sandinistans, and
Arias Peace Plan and the presThis year, millions of Ameri- tankers in the Persian Gulf are
6u'1de>
1~~2)
ent dialogue between the Concans will go to the ·polls to
protected from Khomeini's tertras and the Sandinistans, but I elect a president, senators, reprorists by the U.S. Navy. This
believe these successes will
resentatives and a plethora of
administration has also liberated
prove worthless unless we fix
state and local leaders. Unfortu- the tiny. island of Grenada from
our attention on pressing social nately, millions of Americans
Communist enslavement and
issues.
will stay home and have no say has helped to usher in democin the future of our nation;
racy in Honduras, Argentina, El
Included among this non-vot~ ,. Salvador, Uruguay, Brazil, Gua/t is the Democratic
ing group are vast numbers of
temala, Soutfr Korea and the
· 1988' is more than just a leap you can simply visit the office.
alternative which is
college students. It is quite
Philippines.
year or a year marked by the
At your local board of elec-.
ironic· that those with the most
Clearly the Republican record
15th Winter Olympiad - it is
tions or registrar office, all you
pledged to aid not only future ahead of them seem the has been much better in the
the year in which we pass the
do is show proof of your age
average Americans but least concerned about it. There past, both at hoine and abroad.
torch of government to a new
and residency and fill out a
h
·l·t t
is still hope, however, that 1988 But much more important is
card containing general infor- . t e specia in eres
w1'll be the year in which you
·
Wh
I ·
adml.nistration. Unlike the
the future.
at po ic1es are
d
Olympics, this year's election
mation like your name and a groups as we ll .
people across America register,
the various candidates proposprocess is an event in which we dress. The whole procedure
learn about issues and vote
d
7
can all participate.
takes 10 to 20 minutes. In reRepublican.
ing for continue success
Unfortunately, however, most tum you are given a card
It is easy to apply concrete
One might ask, ''Why vote
The Democrats have their
of us will decline our invitation which allows you to vote in
fiscal and foreign policies in .or- Republican7" This is a· good
usual ideas: raise your taxes
to vote and refrain from partici- primaries, and national, state
der to stimulate our economy
question deserving a good ana~d spend. more of your hardpating in a process most of us
and local elections.
.
and world affairs in ways seen
swer. Quite simply, America
earned money. The Republicans,
say we value highly. For whatIf you are a dorm student
as optimal by our legislators.
needs leaders who can manage
on the other hand; are commitever reason, whether it be lazi- and your declared residency is
But all too often these lofty
our economy at home, protect
ted not only to avoiding tax inness or apathy, a great many
not in the Cincinnati area, sim._ constructs seem to bear little
our interests abroad, and procreases but to lowering them
people who call themselves
ply follow the above procedure
relevance or direct aid to the
vide a vision for the future.
further. In the area of foreign
Americans do not fulfill their
when you're at home, and if
common American. Although
The Republican Party is best
policy, the liberals are offering
duties or appreciate their rights necessary, inquire about how to the upward swing our country
qualified to meet these needs.
isolationism, retreat and the old
as citizens.
obtain an absentee ballot.
has experienced in everything
blame-America-first attitude.
In 1988, being registered enti- from economics to patriotism
Q
.
.
l
A
.
.The
nepublicans, by contrast, .
Ironically, it always seems
0 · · t rauite simp ~'11, . menc.a promise
'" to help peoples around
··
· the
people are either adamantly op- t1es you to participate
m
under the 1~agan
admm1s
posed to the present administra- presidential primaries. The Ohio tion has helped to lift the conneeds leaders who can
the globe in their struggles for
tion or vehemently against
primary is May 5 and the Ken- dition of many Americans,
manage our economy at freedom and democracy.
some policy or law they feel is
tucky "Super Tuesday" primary there are many more who have
unfair. But when you ask peois March 8. To vote in a prifallen through the cracks.
home, protect our
..It is hard for 18-, 19- and 20ple who they supported in the
mary, you need to be regisIt is the Democratic altemainterests abroad, ·and
year~olds to feel voting make5 a
last election or whether they
tered. You can vote on either
tive which is pledged to aid not provide a vision "or the
difference. It may sound
party ballot (Republican or .
only average Americans but the
I'
diched, but every vote counts.
wrote to their representative in
order to voice their opinion,
Democrat) but not on both.
special interest groups as well.
future. The Republican So go ahead - look up headthey often (really too often) re- Declaring party allegiance,
From the variety of Democratic Party is best qualified
liries from 1978: "Inflation Up,"
spond: ''No, I didn't vote," or
however, is not necessary.
candidates can be seen the vari- to ·meet th.ese needs.·
."Economy Lousy:' "U.S. Looks
''No, I don't even know my
The only other requirement
ety of interests the party repreLike a .Loser:' Then flash to the
senator's address:' And then the for intelligent voting is to know sents: The Democratic Party is .
.'SOs: "More Jobs, Prosperity~'
American public wonders why
the issues and the candidates.
for the people and by the peo-.
First, examine the record eco- .. "AmericaJs Back,'': etc~. There
Although these obviously can-:
pie, not domineered by the elite nomically. The Reagan adminis- :. are .rio. miracle• cures,·. no, quick
government has grown out of
their control.
not be fully discussed in this
or the rich.
tration, along with· a Republi:..
fbres for the nation~ But there
For many of us here at Xav- article, it is the hope of The
The Democratic Party has
can Senate, pulled America· o~t · are· sensible measures that need
ier, this will be the first election Neivswire staff that we will be
recognized the success of Reaofa recession and into the . ~..:to .be tilln; and.the :Republiin which we are. able to vote,
able to inforni you about elecgan's fiscal and foreign policy,
longest period
peacetime ' ; earls' oECef preciSely 'that . .
and many of you may be igno- tion concerns in future issues of and a vote for a Democratic .. ·. ; grow~h of, this century; Inflation'" ; 'Doil't:'Waif'illitil"aftei:; the ,..
rant not only of the issues but
The Newswire.
president does nof mean· an.
approached 20 {>ercerit under : '. ~lectio1\.'.to coiriplaill. ;Learn .
also of how to register and.
For now, .we hope those of
abrupt and radical turn from
the ~1>titude of)imi'#y :carter(. ~.ab<,lµ(t~·.is!i~~;·/the, ~~lems,.
vote.
·you who are old enough will
these policies. ·
·_no~, 1t. oftenJall!!J:>etween, thr:ee. ·>~· P1:0P()saJS.;;~ft!-'~ plenty
For instance, Richard Gep- ·
and four percent., 0ouble.;disif : of,goOd:c~ndidates,()U.~·there The latter inforination is easy register and vote in the upcomenough fo communicate. In or- .. ing election. No inatter how
. hardt supported many of Rea- . un~m.ploymerit ha~.:pltimm;t~,(· )mrJ.t~J\.:t~~i:~~-tr)J:te)i~~~ls~
der to register to vote, all you
much you know or how much
gan's ideas as a senator and
to ,1.ts lowest l~velsm over·a: :. , If'yo~:\Yant'tor·~p/\jffenca
do is call your. courity board of you think you know about
. proposed a nearly identical taX
decade. The Americari economy . i\umbet''onei then'''line up, sign
elections (in Hamiltoi::t ~ounty . what is best for our country,
bill as did Jack Kemp, a Repub~ · cor\tinues to create jobs· at afr·>·. . up~ and1 vote .Republic~n.
the number is 632.:.7000), and
your knowledge is useless unlican candidate.· The Democratic ·incre<lible rate, offerihgJar · ,
.. ,. .
-Stepben P. Carne)'
ask where the registrar nearest
less you vote.
Party will work only to
m~re career opporhiriitie5 for·
..
:.~ -:.. ·chafrmall,
your place of residence is•. 01:
-Newswize staff editorial ·broaden these policies by adcollege.graduates: thah:Were >
:college Republieans

x

to

Vote right

ty

and vote

Republican

Voting counts

Exercise your righ~

of

.. ·':··

:

::, :
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is that Peg Dillon could have
handled the case differently instead of resorting to "Clint
Eastwood" tactics.

Clarification
questioned
In regard to Peg Dillon's letter printed in The Newswire
last Wednesday, I would like to
make some clarifications of my
own.
First of all, it is true that I
may have written my letter in
haste and left out several facts.
However, Peg Dillon said that I
made some misrepresentations
as fact, and I find this to be
untrue.
As far as the accused· was a
close friend of mine, I was with
him a lot. Every case which I
referred to in my letter was a
direct result of either my seeing
it or hearing about it from reliable sources such as the accused, witnesses and persons
connected with securit}r..
The fact that the offk:ers hassled the accused is not ·a misrepresentation nor is the fact
that chief Couch wanted to
search his truck without probable cause. If chief Couch acted
on behalf ·of Peg Dillo11, then it
may be that she violate'1 the
rights of the accused. Why was
he treated like a criminal if he
broke no law7 All I ain saying

Education is something that
was granted to us. In 1863,
Abraham Lincoln signed the
Emancipation Proclamation,
giving Negroes the right to an
education. Since then, we have
had many great black Americans soar to the top because of
a good education.
In August 1963, Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. led more than
200,000 people to Washington,
D.C., to make a plea for racial
justice, which later led to the
passing of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964. Shirley Chisholm became the first black woman to
serve in the United States Congress in 1969. In 1984, Rev.
Jesse Jackson became the first
black man to run for president
of the United States.
Will you have a place in history7 Can you fill the shoes of
these great Americans7 Will
you have the education that
will show "you are somebody"?
Before you step out on stage,
study your script well, and educate yourself by staying in
school and being obedient to
your teachers. All of these
things are important for you to
get a good education.
When the curtains go up for
you, you should be ready for
the world. Perform your job
well and get a standing ovation. As you climb the ladder
of success, remember these
words, ''You can take me away
from my education, but you
can't take my education away
from me."
-Kimmie Sykes

Lastly, I would like to give
the whole Residence Life office
a bit of advice. The next time
the Residence Hall Handbook is
printed, since Xavier owns the
dormitories, why don't they just
state that the rooms can be entered by anybody at anytime.
Instead of wasting everyone's
time, you would then have
something to show to those students who have violated Xavier
policy and who you feel are
criminals.
-Joseph R. Brack

Education
makes you
important
Shakespeare once said the
whole world is a. stage and everybody plays a part. Will you
be ready to play your part7
Will you have the proper education7 When the curtain goes
up, will you know every part
by heart7
Education is the key to success. Without it, you have
nothing; with it, you have everything. Knowledge is something that no one can take
from you. Once you have it,
you will never lose it.

Nominees worse tha~n ever
Whatever happened to movies that deserve Academy
Award nominations7
Take 1984 for instance, when
"Amadeus," "The Killing Fields;'
"A Passage to India," "Places in
the Heart" and "A Soldier's
Story" were nominated for best
picture. These films were all deserving of critical acclaim and
academy recognition. This year,
however, is quite a d~rent
story.
"Hope and Glory" and "The
Last Emperor" are legitimate
contenders for 1987. But I think
the academy is confusing and
replacing popularity for· artistic
integrity. Granted, "Fatal Attraction" is a successful and
well-crafted thriller which takes
everybody fur a roller ·coaster
ride. Granted, "Broadcast
News" is a humorous, realistic
and sometimes touching inside
look at the politics of network
news. Granted, ''Moonstruck" is
the best "feel good" movie of
the year. But are they representations of cinematic art7 I must
admit I loved ''Moonstruck" an
awful lot, but I still have reservations about it as a. best picture nominee.
In the nominating process,
why didn't any films like
''Nuts;' "Cry Freedom," "The
Glass Menagerie;' 'Whales of
August;' ''Maurice" or ·even
"Radio Days" clinch a shot at
best picture7 I think it's because
the Academy Awards !lave
turned into a game of politics,
money and favoritism.
To prove my point, let's take
a quick look at the history of

Academy Award winners. In
1977, 'The Turning-Point;' the
story of an old friendship and
rivalry between two ballerinas
(Shirley MacLaine and Anne
Bancroft) received 11 - count
them, 11 - nominations but
did not win a single award.
'The Turning Point" used to
have the sole distinction as the
picture receiving the most nominations without a win. Now it
shares this honor with 1985's
'The Color Purple:' So what if
novelist Alice Walker won a
Pulitzer Prize for the harrowing
narrative of a black woman's
struggles growing up in the rural South7 It earned 11 nominations also - including best picture, actress and supporting
actress - but lost in every
category.
And why wasn't Steven Spielberg nominated for best director
when 'The Color Purple" was
his greatest artistic achievement
thus far7 I'll tell you why. Because the academy was prejudiced against him for making a
serious drama - a genre supposedly out of Spielberg's range
of talents. Come on.
One final lament of recent
Academy Award blunders. In
1982, Paul Newman was nominated for best actor for his authentic portrayal of a washedup drunk of a lawyer making a
comeback in 'The Verdict:' He
lost that year, but the academy
made up for its mistake last
year by giving him the best actor award for 'The Color of
Money:' Better later than never,
I suppose.
The buffoonery continues this
year, however. Meryl Streep is
today's greatest leading actress,
,
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Just a thought...
by Anthony Kovalik
Perspectives editor

Academy Awards buffoonery continues

by Fred Middendorf
editor in chief

Page 5

but not in "Ironweed.'' Let's not
nominate Streep for a role just
because she stars in a movie.
Everyone has their peaks and
valleys - and "Ironweed" falls
into the latter. Besides, Barbra
Streisand gave a brilliant performance in "Nuts:' Oh, I forgot - the academy doesn't like
her either, as evidenced by
''Yentl," which was completely
overlooked in 1983 as far as
Streisand was concerned. Streisand wrote, directed, produced
and starred in ''Yentl," yet the
academy slapped her in the face
by giving her no nominations
and the movie only one award
- for best original song score.
And why was William Hurt
nominated for "Broadcast
News" as best actor while Albert Brooks had to settle for
best supporting? At best, Hurt's
acting was mediocre and trite,
but Brooks' performance was
dynamic and original. H anything, Brooks deserves to be
competing in the best actor category. Then again, the academy
has a habit of shortchanging actors who deserve to be in the
big league but end up in the
best supporting category. Case
in point: Timothy Hutton was
nominated and won for best
supporting actor in "Ordinary
People" even though he was the
leading actor in the film.
But the biggest joke of 1987's
nominees is found in the best
supporting actress category. If
Anne Ramsey deserves a nomination for being an ugly, obnoxious, screaming hag in
'Throw Mama From The
Train," I suggest nominating Arnold Schwarzenegger for best
actor. I rest my case.
o•
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Who am I .to complain
about capitalistic programs and profitable ventures which have fed,
clothed and sheltered me for the past 20 years as a result of my
participation in the free market system7 Generally, I am not one
to cringe at the mark-ups implied in the price of retail products. I
respect a store owner's right to make a living.

But when I last ventured into the bookstore
here on Xavier's campus, I was shocked at the pricing (as I always
am), and when I came upon an ordinary hooded sweatshirt with
"Xavier" printed on the front for a mere $42.95, I was utterly
offended. I thought, "This is not legitimate business, this is
highway robbery:'

Being the only bookstore on Xavier's campus,
the students here are at the complete mercy of its proprietors. And
believe me, they have shown very little mercy. Semester after
semester students shoulder the burden of outrageous prices not
only on books but on everthing else: clothing, office supplies and
Xavier memorabilia. For instance, the· bookstore sells a certain
brand of loose-leaf paper at $2.99 for 100 sheets - that's over
three cents a page when you include tax.

And, you know, it's really funny,
but every time I walk into the bookstore, inevitably someone
orders me to leave my bookbag or any other possessions I might
be carrying outside. Can you believe that? Are they worried about
me ripping them off7 I'm lucky if I walk out with the shirt on my
back whenever I make a purchase there.
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RCH 1988
WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY
Women's basketball:
vs. Butler University
Schmidt Fieldhouse - 1 p.m.

Wednesday Weekend Warm-up
The French
DownUnder - 9:30 p.m.

TGIF Party
DownUnder - 3-6 p.m.

3

2

+-

MCC BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT

Wednesday Weekend Warm-up
TBA
DownUnder - 9:30 p.m.

+-

St. Patrick's Day Party
Main Dining Room 8:30 p.m.
$1 with ID, $3 without

TGIF Party
DownUnder - 3-6 p.m.

SGA ELECTIONS

Turning Rejection into
Action Workshop
Regis Room - 1 p.m.

·24

23

Holy Thursday

No classes

30

18

17
+-

SAC applications deadline

NCAA FIRST ROUND GAMES

-+

St. Patrick's Day

·16
Wednesday Weekend Warm-up
Fannigan's Isle
DownUnder - 9:30 p.m.

-+

11

10
SAC applications available
at Information Desk

Xavier's Spring Break trip
leaves from the University
Center - 10 p.m.

31

Oswald and the Herringbones
Main Dining Room - 9 p.m.
$1 witl,t ID, $2 without

19

-+

Live Girls (Joking) on Stage!
(March 22):
.

TGIF Party
DownUnder - 3-6 p.m.

25
.

26

Three times the fun of one comedian, these women are sure
to keep the laughs rolling in.
Come see them wearing pig
noses on stage at 9 p.m. in
the .University Center Theatre.
What more could. you ask for?
One-dollar admission with ID,
$2 without.

DIVERSIONS
The
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Tr outs Students, faculty keep Xavier . art .al~
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by Jennifer Stark
staff reporter
The Xavier University musical production of Cole
Porter's "Anything Goes" is
certainly living up to its title. Since tryouts in late January, the production has
been plagued with cast and
schedule difficulties. The
twists and turns of the past
month rival the plot itself for
outrageous situations.
The result has been a
flurry of long· and nerveracking rehearsals in the final
week before the show premieres. "I can't believe we've
pulled this off in only a
month;' said Chris LeSar,
who plays the character of
the Bishop. ''We have a great
cast:'
The intrigue began when
far fewer Xavier students
than expected auditioned for
the musical. The directors did
not find the vocal strength
they felt they needed from
the comparatively few students who auditioned. So
they looked elsewhere.
Meanwhile, the students who
had tried out were kept
waiting a week without
knowledge of the continued
search.
Finally, it was announced
that two students from UC's
College-Conservatory of Music (CCM) would audition
for the leads. The decision
sparked controversy among
many of the Xavier students,
who felt "Anything Goes"
should have remained an entirely Xavier production, and
caused three cast members to
leave the show.

b M

H l
a!y · d'te mes
rvers1ons e 1 or
Editor~' note: This article is
the first of a three-part series
exploring fine arts on the Xavier campus. The feature introduces many people whose majors are both a part of and
apart from the mainstream of
life at XU. In addition, these
articles will examine how the
arts "fit in" - not only with
Xavier, but the world.

'

D~

Part one of three
Xavier art. No, that phrase is
not an oxymoron. The dust has
settled since the art program's
move from the Edgecliff campus
to Cohen Center this year. In the
midst of people studying and
teaching things like chemistry,
marketing and broadcasting, art
students and faculty have quietly
adjusted to living and working on
main campus. Art is indeed alive
and well at Xavier.
But is art recognized as a viable major by most Xavier students7 Art students certainly
agree they are taking a "real" major, but they are not all so sure
students in other majors agree yet. Sr. Ann Beiersdorfer,
R.S.M., art department chairperson, sees art not only as an important major, but perhaps the
most important major.
She professes to foster a com-.
plete individuality in her students
she believes can be emulated in
every major.
"I think there can be a highly
individualized process in education;' said Beiersdorfer. "At a
smaller university, if we don't
give that individual attention, we
have no reason for being."

Sabra Hayes photo

Jenny Dunigan
The general consensus of art
department students and staff
members is that the move to main
campus was a good one. "Our facilities are so much better," said
Beiersdorfer. ''Not that we're all
about facilities. We're about students, and the students are learning and growing and have a better opportunity here to develop in
their field:'
Senior Rachel Maxi agrees
with this philosophy, but she
misses the ''big open window that
I could walk out" in the art department's Edgecliff studios in
Emery Hall. "I used to sit on the
fire escape and look at the river.
But at the same time;' said Maxi,
"you have to get excited about
what's on your canvas. You have
to make your own window:'
Currently on exhibit at the 1 , ..
Cohen Galleries through Feb. 28
is the senior thesis work of students Jenny Dunigan, Leanne
Hendy and Nancy Mueller. Dunigan said, "I like the galleries a lot.
When seniors had their exhibits
in Emery, everyone marvelled at
the building. At our show, it was
so neat because people stood

The improvisational appeal
of the production guarantees
a different performance every
time. After all, this is a
show in which "Anything

Goes:'
"Anything Goes" runs this
Thursday, Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m., and Sunday
at 2 p.m. in the University
Center Theatre.

a lot of people that I m a fme arts
major. It really bothers me [that] I
am tha t way, b u t 1't's b ecause
[people] just look at you w:eird. A
lot of science majors are like that
- they look down on you. I
think a lot of (Xavier students]
think [art] is kind of neat."
''Most people who would want
to take an art class here would
want to take it because it's easy,"
said Dunigan. "And that's their
rude awakening because they're
going to find out it's very hard:'
Both Dunigan and Mueller
think artists must know themSabra Hayes photo
selves in order to succeed. A
Nancy Mueller
problem with design or feeling on
around and talked about our
canvas cannot be hidden. "If
work:'
you're having a hard time, it's
Having to work in their studios definitely going to show;' said
on weekends is one problem afMueller. "You have to find out
fecting Xavier art students.
your weaknesses and you have to
''We're in a major where we have
face them and overcome them;'
to be able to get into our studios
agreed Dunigan.
to do our work;' said senior
Has the move to main campus
Doug Wemke. "At this present
helped the art department grow7
time, we can't get in whenever we 'We've always held our own;'
want:' Wernke spends between
said Beiersdorfer. "In the long
25 and 30 hours a week on his
run, through a great deal of 'Yes,
artwork.
we're open. No, we're closed.
Art students have mixed feelYes, we're going to be here next
ings about how they are peryear. No, we're not going to be
ceived. ''The question I hate the
here next year,' ... through all of
most," said Mueller, "is 'Why'd
that, we maintained a viable deyou pick [art]7 There's not
partment. The rest is a piece of
enough money in it:"
cake:'
·
Dunigan said, "I'm embarNext week: Xavier art - trainrassed, as a matter of fact, to tell
ing and technique.

Employment
Elder-Beerman is looking for enthusiastic people for retail sales.
We have flexibility and advancement. Please call 731-7400 and
ask for Personnel, or stop in at
our Swifton store.

..,,. _. •-;~

"Anything Goes" is a shipboard romance centered on
the antics of a nightclub
evangelist and a resourceful
stowaway. The music showcases the hits of the 1930s,
with songs like ''You're the
Top;' "It's Delovely" and "I
Get a Kick Out of You:'
'1t's a '30s-style 'Love
Boat;" remarked director
I<ate Kvapil-Wilford. "There
are several subplots running
through the show and there
are no deep, thoughtful characters. The theme is complete nonsense:'

·, ·

suMMER.scHOOL
IN CLEVELAND
AT JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY

goes the Blackburn/Mccafferty Trophy! This handsome
trophy, sponsored by Franklin Savings is awarded each
year to the winner of the Xavier University-University of
Dayton basketball game ... in honor of Tom Blackburn,
former Head Basketball Coach of U.D. and Jim .
McCaffertv, former Head Basketball Cooch and Athletic
· Director at X. U. The Blackburn/Mccafferty Trophy has
become an exciting part of the great X. U.-U. D. rivalry
that started in 1919.
. Come and enjoy the fun and the tradition ... when the
Musketeers meet the Flyers on Saturday, February 27,
at Cincinnati Gardens. lrs college basketball at its best.
Be there!

~-~~,~~j
11-·
2000 Madison Road1321·0235
Valley Shoppill!j Centerl76M101
Promenade Shopping Centerl851·0400
11186 Readin ffoad1563·6060
5015 Delhii1ke1451-5252
5119 Glenway1471,7300
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SESSION I
June 20 - July 22

SESSION II
July 25 - August 25

Hundreds of courses each summer!
•Business
• Mathematics
•Computer Science • Natural Sciences
•Education
• Religious Studies
•English
• Social Sciences
• Humanities
... and others
To get our Schedule of Summer CluH•,
mall coupon or caU (216) 397·4257

John Carroll University
Director of Summer Se..lona• University Heilbts, Ohio 44111'
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'Glass Menagerie' sparkles
by Mary T. Helmes
Diversions editor
and Fred Middendorf
editor in chief

You could win free tickets
to see the original ''bad"
man, George Thorogood,
compliments of Diversions
and The Xavier. Newswire!
Four lucky people will re' ceive free copies ·of Thorogood's latest album, Born to
be Bad, while one lucky
Mary: The 1930s apartment
winner will· receive .the alset, with its rosy hues juxtabum plus 10th-row floor
posed with its overall defeated
seats to see Thorogood in
look, shows how the story Tom
concert this Sunday, Feb. 28,
tells is, to· quote. Williams, "deat the Cincinnati Gardens.
signed and colored by memory:'
Deadline for entries is this
All the actors in this movie
Friday, Feb. 26, at 4 p.m.
are, in my opinion, of AcadWinners will be drawn late
emy Award caliber. In fact, I
Friday and contacted by
should say they are all better
phone on Saturday.
than Oscar material, since each
To enter, put your name
of them was ignored in the reand phone nuinber (and a
cent nominations.
good time to reach. you) in
Fred: That is unfortunate
an envelope marked ''Thorosince the·. acting ·in ''The Glass ·
good Contest;' and. drop it
Menagerie" is truly superior.
·. · in the "Contest Entry" box
Newman's fresh and passionate
at The Xavier Newswire ofvision of this classic play makes
fice in Brockman.· Hall.
this film a must-see.

What: "The Glass Menagerie"
Where: Now playing at The
Movies Repertory Cinema, 719
Race St., downtown, through
March 1.
The Verdict: Two critically
acclaiming pinkies up!
Mary: I have been somewhat
of
a "Glass Menagerie" fanatic
Sabra Hayes photo
for many years, and I was
The Movies Repertory Cinema
thrilled with. this version. This
film more than does justice to
the beautiful, tragic Tennessee
Williams play.
Fred: Director Paul Newman
should be commended for his
styling of the characters.
Amanda Wingfield (Joanne
Woodward) as the domineering
mother is portrayed with just
the right mix of compassion
by Andrew Goetz..
and pity. In addition, John Malstaff reporter
kovich ·adds a unique dimension
of seductiveness to the character
Where can one find a cinema of Amanda's son Tom, who so
which shows first-run movies
. desperately wants to escape his
and foreign films that the bigoppres5ive home life. Especially
ger movie houses won't touch?
in the scene with his crippled
The answer is The. Movies Rep- sister Laura (Karen Allen) upon
ertory Cinema, deep in the
returning home late, Tom sugheart of downtown.
gests an air of homosexuality
The Movies was the brain- a characterization many critchild of Larry Thomas. Thomas ics believe -Williams intended.
Mary: One of my favorite
started the ball ·rolling with
partners .Phil Borack and Greg
aspects of the movie is what
Dunn back in .1980. "It was all Newman changed from the play
a matter of timing. The propversion; Tom's soliloquies.
erty was up for sale. It all just
Showing Tom as a man going

Reeling
them•in

back to the remains of his
home and painfully reminiscing
was quite moving and effective.
Malkovich plays his character
with controlled anguish.
Fred: Allen turns in a consummate performance as the reelusive daughter afraid of experiencing anything outside her
collection of glass figurines.
Laura is a frail creature, but
Allen raises her above the level
of pity to reveal the beauty she
hides within.
Mary: It is hard to believe
that Karen Allen once played
the fiery sidekick of Indiana
Jones. When James Naughton as
Jim O'Connor, the Gentleman
Caller, gently leads Laura in a
dance, Allen's terrified face,
awkwardly outstretched arms
and delicate dress make her
seem as if she will break instantly - like one of her glass
miniatures.
Fred: Stage dramas adapted
for ·the screen are often criticized for looking like a "filmed
play:' Such is not the case with
"The Glass Menagerie:'

No Credit History?
First· Time Car Buyer?

r--------------~----------~
·
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fell together," said Thomas. And
it worked where others had
failed. Many other repertory
theaters stood and folded exactly where The Movies stands
strong today.
Why would people want to
trek downtown to see a movie
when they could avoid all the

II
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St. 229
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doesn't compete with the larger
movie houses. The Movies specializes in the Cincinnati premieres of movies like ''Dogs In
Space," 'Wish You Were Here,"
"Repo Man" and other lesserknown American and foreign
gems that you can't and won't
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McMillan

281·5707 821·7800
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Join Our Hair Cutting Club
Buy 4 Haircuts & Get the 5th One FREE

I

HOURS: Mon.-FAI. 9-8, SAT. 9-7, SUN. 11-4

1
1

I

1
1
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seeE::;~::~:has

been to
The Movies has seen the clipboard hanging ·on the pillar in
the middle of the· lobby. This is
the illustrious request sheet.
Here's how it works: a Movies
goer, while waiting for.his/her
desired feature presentation, engages in the favorite pastime of
all Movies goers - writing on
the request sheet.

1
1
1

.

II .

(Regular $10)
Includes Shampoo & Blow Dry
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DESIGNER
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Our financial sources have
authorized us to offer you. a
first-time buyer's program or
a college graduate program.
Either will help you get the
car you want and need to
start your new career.

1
1

Walk·lns Welcome

I

Thorogood
•
give-away

Please call for more details
and ·program requirements:
MR. BOB RINGO
232~1100

i
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PERM

· · (Regular $35)
Includes Haircut,, Shampoo,
. .. -· and Styhng .
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to see the movie is available
release .. Ifso,.there'is a.

good chance he can get' it for
The· Movies. If not, you're out
of
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Player of the week
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'Gil/en's Villains' drive on
by David Stubenrauch
staff reporter

George Quigley
Sport: SKEET SHOOTING

Year: sophomore
Hometown: Cincinnati

s.bra

Ha~ pho10

Position: All-American
team captain
Height: 6'5.
Weight: 245 lbs.

. Sophomore George Quigley is hopeful to shoot skeet for
the U.S. Summer Olympic Team in 1988. Quigley is
.. currently ranked second in individual ·skeet competition in
. the U.S. In 1987, he hit 97.l percent of approximately 3,800
targets.
.. .In skeet competition, players shoot individuaHy or in pairs
· with shotguns at clay targets traveling at 120 miles per hour.
Quigley holds three world records. He combined with Ed
. Jkeguchi for the ·two-man junior (ages 21 and under) team by
hitting 294 out of 300 targets. He also holds the three-man
· open team record, and at age 20, Quigley is the youngest
All-American team captain ever in skeet competiton.
In the summer, Quigley will leave for skeet competition in
·nine different countries. His first stop· is in Brazil for the
World Cup competition. Skeet competition for the .1988
. Summer Olympics will begin in September.
.·
· Quigley's goals are to qualify for the 1988 Summer
· Olympics and accomplish his ultimate goal of winning an
. Olympic medal.

e~·t~
IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT,
.AND QUALIFY IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS;

L-E·T'S ·T·A·L-Kll.
,APPLY IN PERSON DURING. MARCH.
CHOOSE ,A WEDNESDAY .'OR FRIDAY AND
.'·COME. DOWN BETWEEN 1.:00 P.M. AND 4:00.P.M.

,.:·

';:
\ ·.

WE'RE LOOK/NO FOR:
CASHIERS
BARTENDERS
OFFICE PERSONNEL
·.GAMES OPERATORS
.
PARKING LOT ATTENDANTS
fJANQVET. CATERING P'ERSONa,EL
GEN~RAL FOOD SERVICE PERSONNEL
.

REMEMBE8,: ..

.

APPLY IN PERSON ONLY

Classes may not have been in
session Saturday night at the
Cincinnati Gardens, but Xavier
had the "three ·R's" in mind: revenge, records and rolling on.
The 9,616 fans who came to
see an exciting match-up between the Xavier Musketeers
and the Purple Aces of Evansville were not disappointed. The
Muskies, after falling behind
early, scored 11 points to UE's
one and took an early lead· at
11-3. But Xavier did not look
back.
The team extended its lead to
32 with three minutes left in
the game and finished with another "century game:' The final
score of 102-79 was the ninth ·
tiine this season Xavier accumulated more than 100 points.
This score is a new team
record.. ·
Prior to the game, the Mu. · sketeers were ranked 24th in
the latest Associated Press poll
and 28th in the latest national
poll in the Sporting News. After the victory, Xavier was
ranked 25th in USA .Today.
Their record now stands at 19-3
and 7-1 on top of the MCC.
In addition, Byron Larkin .. ·
scored 33 points to lead all ·
. sco~rs, and._: was n~rnaj Plam,
of the Week in· this week's· edition of the Sporting News. ·
Coach Gillen called him "a
man possessed:' Larkin's performance brought his career to-

.

tal to 2,506, ranking him 30th
Gardens. It was the second sellin the history of ·the NCAA Di- out this season, a Xavier record
vision I. ·He moved past ·Bill
since· moving into the Gardens
five years ago. Coach. Gillen
Bradley to gain this spot. Furthermore, this game was Larcommented, "Our fans gave us
kin's second-best point effort of
a big boost . . . they got us ·
the season and fifth best in his
jacked up .to play harder.'~ ·
.career.
After the Evansville game,
The team as a whole hit 28
the Muskie5 had won eight ·
of 35 free throws for a season-· straight games, 15 of their last
high percentage of 82.9. The
16, and 23 straight wins at
crowd also put a notch in the
home. Xavier owns the third-·
record books by selling out the best record in Division I. '

YOUR APTITUDE
FOR LANGUAGE CAN
GET YOU
515,200 FOR COLLEGE.
If Y?U have just grad':1ated or are about to graduate from high school, and have a·.
desire to learn ~ forei~ language, this could be the ?pportun!cy you're looking for.
l)le Army ts seeking young men and women· with an aptitude for languages. If
you successfully complete
· basic training, you could
have the opportunitY to
attend Army language
· school. In addition to a
' good salary to start, you'll
'receive. food, lodging and
· medical benefits; Plus the
.':opportunicy to earn up to ' '.
: $25,200 for college through
· . Jhe GI Bill plus the Anriy
·'College Fund. ·
·
.. To see if you qualify,
, contact your local.Army
·"Recruiter. You'll'discover we · ·
·.!.'speak your language.·

CALt.··522~591.4 .

AT

6201 KELLOGG AVENUE
CONEY 151.ANP. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

David Gruber photo

Sophomore Tyrone Hill muscles in one .of his 15 points.

ARM~ BE ~l..L YOU CAN BE.
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Lady Muskies lose to St. Louis, 77-68

XU alumni·
bring back
•
memones

by Mike Pfiester
Sports editor
The Lady Musketeers fought
off a 23-point deficit but fell
short, 77-68, to the St. Louis
Lady Billikens in the first game
of a Xavier triple-header Saturday at the Cincinnati Gardens.

by David Stubenrauch
staff reporter
Before Xavier took on
Evansville, and after the
Lady Muskies hosted St.
Louis, Xavier played Xavier.
In between the men's and
women's basketball games,
·the Xavier alumni got together. for a reunion game. It
matched the players of the
1950s and '80s and the players of the 1960s and '70s.
Coaching the '50s-'80s
team was the legendary Xavier coach James McCafferty.
McCafferty's six-season tenure between 1957 and 1963
was one of Xavier's finest
eras. In 1958, the Muskies
went 19-11 but finished the
year with four straight wins
and the National Invitational
Tournament Championship.
McCafferty also has put
his name on a few trophies.
In this Saturday's game .
against the University of
Dayton, the winner will be
awarded the Blackbum/
McCafferty Trophy. In addi- ..
tion, the Midwestern Collegiate Conference awards the
McCafferty Trophy to the
best school in the conference.
So how does the coach of
the '50s look at the team of
the '80s7 ''You really can't
compare the two [teams],''
said McCafferty. "The game
is different now than it was
back then."
In the alumni game, McCafferty's team was tied with
about two minutes remaining. Then, Xavier's all-time
leading stealer, Anthony
Hicks (226 career steals),
stole a couple of passes and
helped the '50s-'80s team to
a 51-47 win. Big players for
both teams were:
• '50s-'80s : Hicks and
Xavier's 22nd-leading scorer,
Gary Massa (1,049 points).
• '60s-'70s : Steve Thomas,
Xavier's third-best scorer
(1,722 points), and Marty
Wolf.
With another win, does
coach McCafferty wish he
was back on the bench7 "I
would love to aid Pete [Gillen]," answered McCafferty.

Despite the loss, the Lady
Muskies demonstrated character.
Xavier took· an 11-4 early lead.
when sophomore forward Jennie
Schilling scored five straight
points. But the Lady Billikens
came storming back and scored
12 straight points to take a 3525 halftime lead. In fact, the
lead would have been greater
had it ·not been for the performances of senior center Suzanne Prebles (eight points) and
Schilling (seven points).
In the second half, the Lady
Billikens were relentless and
took a commanding 59-36 lead.
But the Lady Muskies didn't

quit and gave St. Louis all they
could handle down the stretch.
Led by freshman guard Kim
Blanton's 14 points off the
bench, Xavier managed to get
within nine points but could
advance no further.
Yet Blanton ·was red hot from
the field and connected on four
of five three-point shots. Freshman forward Julie Campbell
was also impressive as she
made seven of eight field goal
attempts and led the Lady Muskies with 18 points. Prebles also
added 13 points.
Xavier is now second in the
Midwestern Collegiate Conference (MCC) with a .713 freethrow percentage and second in
the MCC in home attendance,
averaging 195 fans. The Lady
Muskies are 4-19 overall and 26 in the MCC. Xavier will take
on the. Dayton Lady Flyers on
~esday at the University of
Dayton.

Sabra Ha)ft photo

Junior ~rd Kelly Benintendi spins around a St. Louis defender and
scores.

n====--===SENIOR
PRE-MED
STUDENTS.

Could you use a
scholarship for med·
lcal school? Why not
lnvestlaate the
Armedlorces Health
Professions scholarship Program, with
sponsorShlp by the
U.S. Air Force. Cur·
rent senior premedl·
cal students of
medicine or osteopo·
thy moy now com·
pate for Air Force
scholarships. We
want to help you
continue your educa·
tlon. Contact your lo·
cal Air Farce health
professions representative for details.
Coll

This Spring Break, catch a. Greyhounds to
· the beach, the mountains or your hometown.
----- For $49 .50 each way, you and your friends
~ill have a great
·
GREYHOUND
ttme when you
r"
.
1
.
11e·d . .
go Greyhound.
n
1eave t r1v1ng to us.
Each way based oo round-trip purchase.

50

I!!>

®

Greyhound • 1005 Gilbert Street • 352-6012
Must prescm a valid college student I. D. card upon purchase. No other discounts apply. Ticlcets are noniransferablC and good for travel on
Greyhound Lines Inc. nailways Lines and other participati111 carriers. Certain restrictions apply. Fare is each way per person based on round-trip purchase. Offer
eff~tive 2'15/88 through 4125/88. Offer limited. Not valid in Canada. Greyhound also offers an unlimited mileqe fare for $59.00 each way.
Scme restrictions apply. IC 1988 Greyhound Lines, Inc.

T Sgt Dean Sproul

1-800-543-4223
ToU Free
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the Dorothy Day House at 7453046 by Thursday, Feb. 25, to
sign up.

resa/Orientation assistant for
1988 may pick up a job description and an application at
the University Center Information Desk. The deadline for applications is March 4. For additional information, contact Sally
Watson at 745-3204.
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All announcements must be
sent to The Xavier Newswire
office in Brockman Hall by Friday at 3 p.m. Please direct
mail to Kimberly Grote, editor,
Calendar. Also include name
and phone number.

February

on the Western Front" at 3:30
p.m. at the Dorothy Day
House. No admission charge.
The theatre arts
2 5 2 8department will present Cole Porter's
"Anything Goes" at 8 p.m. Feb.
25, 26 and 27, and at 2 p.m.
Feb. 28 in the University Center
Theatre. For 'ticket reservations,
call the box office at 745-3939.
Xavier students and faculty will
be admitted free.
-

The Xavier College
Bowl varsity team
will play a challenge
match against the Xavier faculty
team at 5:30 p.m. in the lobby
Th~ ~lack Student Asof the University Center. All
sociation presents
are invited to come and cheer
"Building Today for a
on the varsity team as they
Better Tomorrow;' the Antonio
"psyche up" for regional
Johnson Scholarship banquet
competition.
featuring keynote speaker Dr.
W Monty Whitney, executive
The XU Leadership
director of the Cincinnati HuDevelopment Series
man Relations Commission.
presents "Using Your
The banquet will begin at 6
Wallet as a Crystal Ball: Values p.m. at the Vernon Manor HoClarification" at 6:30 p.m. in
tel. Cost is $20 per person.
the OKI Room of the University Center.
Carol Brock, University of Kentucky proThe Career Planning
2 6fessor, will give a
and Placement Office chemistry seminar, "Symmetry,
will present a "RePeriodicity and Crystals," at
sume Writing" workshop at
1:30 p.m. in the Cash Room of
1:30 p.m. in the Regis Room of Logan Hall. For more informathe University Center.
tion, call 745-3352.

24

26

2The Peace Studies· Program
is sponsoring a round-table
discussion led by Dr. John
Fairfield of the history departWatch the men's basment on "Peace, Justice and
ketball. tean:i take on
Black History" at 3:30 p.m. in
2
the Umvers1ty of Day- the Hinkle Conference Room
ton at 2:05 p.m. at the Cincin- · (second floor of Hinkle Hall).
nati Gardens. Then stay to see
the Lady Musketeers match up
against JU-PU of Indianapolis at
4:30 p.m.

7

MiscellaneOUS

Tune in to the Community Affairs Forum
2 9on WVXU-FM 91.7 at
10 a.m. for "Prison Ministry,"
featuring Rev. Maurice McCracken, pastor of the Community Church of Cincinnati, and
Rev. Mark Schmeider, chaplain
of the Lebanon Correctional
Institute.

24

24

Free sittin~s for
2 5 semor
photos will take place both
days for inclusion in a senior
annual. Photo packages will be
available. Sign up at the University Center Information Desk
for times. For more information,
call Allison Quick at 961-1815.

24

Rev. W Norris
Clarke, S.J., distin2 5 guished visiting
scholar from Fordham University, will address the Philosophy
Society and lead a discussion
on "What is it to be a Person?
- St. Thomas' Vision" at 8
p.m. in Marion Hall.

Participate in ReSTOC, a volunteer
housing rehabilitation
2
program, 9 a.m.-1 p.m. Call

7

March
The Office of Residence
Life is sponsoring an OffCampus Housing Fair from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the
University Center lobby. Area
property managers will be present to provide information
about their rental properties. Information about leases, budgeting, etc., will also be available.

1

Pax Christi will meet at
5:30 p.m. at the Dorothy
Day House to make plans
for Peace Week 1988.

1

North Meridian Inn
Hoosier hospitality at its best
Stay with us during the
Midwestern Collegiate Conference.
March 10, 11 and 12, 1988
New deluxe guest rooms:
$35 plus 10% tax
1-2 persons

XU CYCLING CLUB

1530 North Meridian St.

WHEN?
Tuesday, March 1
3:30 p.m.

$5.50/hr.

CRT

Operators
25 needed now!
Fortune 50 company in
Blue Ash. Weekend and/
or evening schedules.
Must type 50 w.p.m. No
experience necessary.
Call today!
771-3006

Adia

RUANE'S
BEARCAT CAFE
239 West McMillan St.
One Thing You Can Have
More Than A Millionaire

Good Manners

.........
========::..
PUT YOUR

COLLEGE DEGREE

TO WORK.

Air Force Officer Training School
is an excellent start to a
challenging career as an Air
Force Officer. We offer great
starting pay, medical core, 30
days of vocation with pay each
year and management
opportunities. Contact an
Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School can mean
foryou. Call
MSgt Ron Philpot
513-223-8831 Collect

Indianapolis, IN 46202

call collect (317) 634-6100

WHERE?

Dolly Cohen Room
O'Connor Sports Center
If you can't attend,
contact:
Chris Pardo X-3477
or Jim Ray X-3208

There is an opening for a
management department tenuretrack position beginning in the
Teacher of the
fall 1988 semester to teach gradYear nominations
uate and undergraduate courses
Alpha Sigma Nu is currently in behavioral management,
accepting nominations for
work group process, and policy
Teacher of the Year. Deadline
and strategy. Salary is competifor nomination applications,
tive based on experience. All
which are available at the Infor- responses for the position must
mation Desk in the University
be in writing and received by
Center, is March 15.
March l, 1988. Send resume
and any other information to:
Calling all
Jerry W Anderson, Jr., chairgroup leaders ...
person, management departAny student interested in ap- ment, 209 Hinkle Hall.
plying for a position as Man-

.....n n•un
rr:=======~····

Pax Christi will sponsor the presentation of
2 5 the movie "All Quiet

General Meeting

Position opening

SAM1 8Ufl\e
....

-AIR ,t::::::::-FOilCE~~ :

Sugar 'n' Spice

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY
Undergraduate student needed to help build and
analyze data bases and data collection via Lotus
1-2-3. Excellent corporate exposure as well as
work experience with a leader in the market
research field. High level of detail, accuracy and
20 hours/wk. commitment necessary. Variety of
majors acceptable. Excellent compensation.
Feel free to apply Monday through Friday, 1 p.m.4 p.m., in our downtown location, or send resume to:
Professional Recruitment #442
800 Broadway
Cincinnati, OH 45202
An Equal Opportunity Employer

>

Restaurant

OPEN EVERY DAY 7 A.M. - 3 P.M.
Daily Luncheon Specials
Including Vegetables
Nationally known for its wispy thin pancakes,
fluffy three-egg omelettes, creative sandwiches,
homemade cheesecake,
and much, much more!

A Cincinnati tradition since 1941
4381 Reading Rd. (between Tennessee Ave. & Victory 'F'arkway
Across from Natorp's

Cincinnati Magazine's 1984 Best Breakfast Award.
Minutes from Xavier University, Reasonable prices!

242·3521

